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a b s t r a c t

We developed a seismometer system for a hard landing ‘‘penetrator’’ probe in the course of the former

Japanese LUNAR-A project to deploy new seismic stations on the Moon. The penetrator seismometer

system (PSS) consists of two short-period sensor components, a two-axis gimbal mechanism for

orientation, and measurement electronics. To carry out seismic observations on the Moon using the

penetrator, the seismometer system has to function properly in a lunar environment after a hard landing

(impact acceleration of about 8000 G), and requires a signal-to-noise ratio to detect lunar seismic

events. We evaluated whether the PSS could satisfactorily observe seismic events on the Moon by

investigating the frequency response, noise level, and response to ground motion of our instrument in a

simulated lunar environment after a simulated impact test. Our results indicate that the newly

developed seismometer system can function properly after impact and is sensitive enough to detect

seismic events on the Moon. Using this PSS, new seismic data from the Moon can be obtained during

future lunar missions.

& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

During the Apollo lunar landing missions (1969–1972), a
passive seismic network consisting of four stations (Apollo 12,
14, 15, and 16) was constructed on the nearside of the Moon to
investigate lunar seismicity. The network observation continued
until 1977, and provided us with information about several types
of seismic events (deep moonquakes, shallow moonquakes,
thermal moonquakes, and meteoroid impacts) and their unique
characteristics, as well as the internal structure of the Moon
(Latham et al., 1973; Toksöz et al., 1974; Lammlein, 1977; Goins
et al., 1979; Nakamura et al., 1982; Khan and Mosegaard, 2002;
Lognonné et al., 2003; Gagnepain-Beyneix et al., 2006). However,
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we still need a better understanding of the physical mechanisms
of moonquakes and the structure and composition of the deep
interior of the Moon, since the Apollo data were limited by the
small number of stations and their regional locations on the
nearside. We require more lunar seismic data from a global
seismic network to obtain further information about the whole
interior of the Moon, especially the core.

We developed a hard landing ‘‘penetrator’’ probe in the course
of the former Japanese LUNAR-A project (Mizutani et al., 2000,
2003) to deploy new seismic stations on the Moon. The cross-
sectional diagram of the LUNAR-A penetrator is shown in Fig. 1.
The penetrator was designed to be deployed into the lunar
regolith at a depth of 1–3 m by free fall from a spacecraft orbiting
around the Moon. Hence instruments in the penetrator need to be
able to survive the high-speed impact (impact acceleration of
about 8000 G) (Mizutani et al., 1999). The penetrator has notable
advantages over other types of probes (installed by a soft-lander
or by astronauts) in constructing a global geophysical network
on the Moon. The principal advantage of the penetrator is that
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multiple stations can be deployed in one flight because the
penetrator is smaller and lighter than conventional soft-landers,
so a spacecraft can potentially carry a multiple number of probes
in a limited weight budget. It is also of lower cost than a human
deployment. In addition, the penetrator is placed in a more stable
temperature environment compared with deployment on the
lunar surface, due to the thermal insulation of the lunar regolith.
Lastly, the penetrator’s good contact with the regolith provides an
ideal environment for seismic observations.

To take advantage of these attributes, we developed a compact
seismic sensor for the penetrator. The sensor is combined with
the gimbal mechanism for attitude control after penetration,
and measurement electronics for recording seismic data in the
penetrator. We have already confirmed that the sensor itself has
shock durability and works as designed even after an impact
penetration (Yamada et al., 2005; Shiraishi et al., 2008). However,
we must confirm that the entire penetrator seismometer system
(PSS) consisting of the sensors, the gimbal mechanism, and the
electronics assembled into the penetrator functions properly and
has the signal-to-noise ratio required to detect seismic events in a
lunar environment after a hard landing with an impact accelera-
tion of about 8000 G.

In this paper, we describe the current specifications of the
PSS—the frequency response, response to ground motion, and
noise level—before penetrating into the lunar surface (Section 2).
Then, we describe the effects of the lunar temperature and gravity
environment (Section 3), and those of the penetrating impact
(Section 4) on these specifications. Finally, we discuss whether the
PSS developed by our team can satisfactorily detect seismic events
Fig. 1. The cross-sectional diagram of the penetrator. The view is from the lateral.

Fig. 2. The cross-sectional diagram and bird-eye view of the sensor for the penetrator. Th

diagram.
on the Moon against the combined effects of the impact and the
lunar environment (Section 5).
2. Performance of the PSS before impact

The PSS consists of two sensor components: one horizontal
and one vertical, along with a two-axis gimbal mechanism (for
orientation) and measurement electronics (amplifiers, filters, A/D
converter, and memory). In this section, we describe the current
instrument specifications: the frequency response, response to
ground motion, and noise level of PSS before penetrating into the
lunar surface.

2.1. Frequency response

From previous analysis of three types of lunar seismic events
(deep moonquakes, shallow moonquakes, and meteoroid impacts)
detected by the Apollo seismometers, it is known that shallow
moonquakes and meteoroid impacts typically have higher
frequency content and larger amplitudes than deep moonquakes.
Many deep moonquakes were detected by the Apollo long-period
(LP) seismometer in peaked response mode (Latham et al., 1973),
with little energy in the short-period component (Dainty et al.,
1975). Some researchers estimated that the dominant frequency
of deep moonquakes was about 1 Hz (Lammlein et al., 1974; Goins
et al., 1981; Araki, 1994). If the PSS has a better frequency response
than those of the Apollo seismometers at 1 Hz and higher, it
should be able to detect both deep moonquakes and other higher
frequency content seismic events.

The frequency response of the PSS is represented by those of
both the sensor and the measurement electronics. The frequency
response T(o) of the sensor is represented by

TðoÞ ¼ GCo2=ðo2
0 �o

2 � i2oo0hÞ,

o0 ¼ 2pf 0, (1)

where o is angular frequency in radian, o0 is resonant angular
frequency in radian, f0 is resonant frequency in Hz, h is damping
constant and GC is generator constant in V/m/s (Havskov and
Alguacil, 2004). The sensor for the penetrator is a short-period
electromagnetic seismic sensor with velocity output, consisting of
signal coils as a pendulum suspended by a pair of diaphragm
springs, and magnetic circuits fixed to the reference frame (Fig. 2).
e pendulum of the sensor is surrounded by the bold solid line in the cross-sectional
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional diagrams of the sensors as assembled into the gimbal mechanism. The left view is from the lateral and the right view is from the front. The terms

‘Tail’ and ‘Head’ in the right view indicates the directions of the gimbal mechanism in the penetrator (Fig. 1). Two sensor components are supported by a pair of friction

wheels (vertical and horizontal) and two opposite bearings. The arrow mark on the vertical sensor and cross mark on the horizontal sensor in the lateral view represent the

directions of the sensitive axes of the vertical and horizontal sensors, respectively. A silicone rubber cap and a metal spring are used on the base of the bearings to absorb

penetrating shocks. The attitudes of the sensors are adjusted by the friction wheels, which are attached with two-axis motors.
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When the suspended signal coil (pendulum) is oscillated by the
ground motion, the voltage output arises in proportion to the
velocity of the pendulum relative to the fixed magnet. Because
of a mass budget and an electrical power limitation (760 Wh) in
the penetrator, a passive and very compact sensor is applied.

The very compact size and lightweight nature of the passive
sensor have made its resonant frequency higher than the desired
1 Hz (about 2–3 Hz). Then, we have made two improvements to
achieve a better frequency response for moonquake observation.
The first improvement was made to lower the resonant frequency
of the sensor. The critical factor contributing to the resonant
frequency of the sensor is the spring constant of the diaphragm
spring, which is usually controlled by its mechanical response.
It initially appears difficult to lower the resonant frequency of the
sensor without changing the physical size of the spring.

Therefore, small metal chips attached at both ends of the
pendulum of the sensor can be used to cancel the mechanical
restoring force of the spring with a magnetic force (Fig. 2). By
selecting appropriate sizes and positions of the metal chips,
we can lower the resonant frequency without a significant
mass increase. The second improvement made to the sensor
was heightening the total gain. The total gain of the PSS is
calculated by combining the generator constant of the sensor and
the amplifier gain in the electronics. The generator constant GC is
expressed as

GC ¼ 2paNB, (2)

where a is radius of the coil in meter, N is number of turns of the
coil, B is magnetic flux density in the magnetic circuit in Tesla.
From Eq. (2), it is found that more number of turns of the coil
and stronger magnetic flux cause larger generator constant. In
case of our sensor, magnetic circuits that have a strong magnetic
flux density (0.6–0.7 T at maximum) and coils with many turns
are installed to heighten the generator constant. The generator
constant is over 1000 V/m/s. In addition, high-gain amplifiers
(6000 times) are installed in the electronics. From the improve-
ments, the total gain factor of about 6.3E+6 V/m/s is achieved.
The use of small metal chips and magnetic circuits that have a
strong magnetic field to achieve better frequency response raised
concerns about magnetic interference between the two sensor
components once assembled into the gimbal mechanism, since
the vertical and horizontal sensors are set only about 2 cm from
one another (Fig. 3). The strong magnetic field leaking from the
magnetic circuit of one sensor may influence the metal chips and
the magnetic circuit of the other, affecting sensor performance.
To account for this effect, we wound a carbon steel magnetic
shield plate around the horizontal sensor to reduce the influence
of its magnetic interference, and investigated the frequency
responses of the two sensors before and after assembling into
the PSS.

The frequency response (resonant frequencies, damping con-
stants, and generator constants) of the sensors were determined
from fitting the dynamic equation of the mass-spring system to
the calibration pulses using least square method (e.g., Havskov
and Alguacil, 2004). In our sensor, a test coil is wound around the
signal coil on the pendulum for calibration. A calibration pulse is
generated by applying a step current to the test coil. We obtained
many calibration pulses from two-component sensors before
and after assembling into the gimbal mechanism and connecting
into the measurement electronics. We stacked the waveforms of
the calibration pulses to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. From
analysis of the stack, it was found that the frequency responses did
not change due to magnetic interference within measurement
deviation after assembling the sensors into the gimbal mechanism.

From these results, we find that the PSS can achieve a higher
gain in the higher frequency range over 1 Hz than those of the
Apollo seismometers (Fig. 4). The specifications of the PSS and
Apollo LP seismometer system are compared in Table 1.
2.2. Response to ground motion

We now describe the response of the sensor and the gimbal
mechanism to actual ground motion. In the gimbal mechanism, a
pair of friction wheels and two opposing bearings support the
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Fig. 4. The frequency response curves of the PSS (pre-impact and post-impact

(horizontal)) and Apollo seismometers. ‘LP’ is an abbreviation for long-period. ‘SP’

is an abbreviation for short-period. The frequency response curve of the post-

impact PSS is assumed to be achieved in the lunar regolith near the lunar equator.

On the frequency response curve of the PSS, the filter which has bandwidth of

0.01–6.0 Hz in the measurement electronics causes the down slope in higher

frequency range over 6.0 Hz.

Table 1
Comparison between the penetrator seismometer system and Apollo long-period

seismometer (Latham et al., 1970; Horvath, 1979)

PSS Apollo LP

Sensor type Electro magnetic sensor Capacitive

displacement sensor

Component Horizontal:one

Vertical:one

Horizontal:two

Vertical:one

Resonant frequency 1.1 (Hz) 0.067 (Hz)

Damping constant 0.65 0.85

Total gain 6.3E+6 (V/m/s) 15E+6 (V/m)

Assembled size Height

19 cm�diameter 12 cm

(in gimbal mechanism)

Height

29 cm�diameter 23 cm

Assembled mass 2.1 (kg) (in gimbal

mechanism)

11.5 (kg)

Frequency range 0.01–6.00 (Hz) 0.0004–2.00 (Hz)

Sampling rate 16 (Hz) 6.62 (Hz)

Resolution 10 (bit) 10 (bit)
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sensors (Fig. 3). The wheels are made of silicon rubber to sustain
the sensors by frictional force, and a silicone rubber cap and a
metal spring are put on the base of the bearings to absorb shock.
Each friction wheel (vertical and horizontal) is attached with a
pair of step motors in the gimbal mechanism (Fig. 3). When the
pulse currents are applied to the motor, it rotates the friction
wheel dependent on number of the pulses. The orientation
of the sensor can be adjusted by rotating the friction wheel.
The elasticity of silicone rubber affects the coupling condition
of the sensors with the penetrator body which may make a
difference in waveforms observed by the sensors inside the gimbal
mechanism. Although our test has already confirmed that the
sensor assembled into the gimbal mechanism has the proper
response to step currents (calibration pulses) before a penetrating
impact as described in upper section, the response of the
assembled sensor after the penetration to actual ground motion
(microtremor) is described in Section 4.2.
2.3. Noise level

For estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio for lunar seismic
events, we have to evaluate the noise level of the PSS. The noise
component of the PSS consists of Johnson noise (thermal noise),
suspension noise (Brownian noise), and voltage and current
noises.

A seismic sensor produces Johnson noise and suspension noise.
Johnson noise is the random voltage produced across a resistance
by the thermal agitation of electronics, and suspension noise
arises from Brownian motion of the gas molecules around the
pendulum. The voltage power spectral density (PSD) of Johnson
noise (Jn) is represented as

Jn ¼ 4kTRC , (3)

where Jn is measured in V2/Hz, k is the Boltzmann constant
(1.38�10�23 J/K), T is temperature in K, and RC is coil resistance in
ohms (Rodgers, 1992). The acceleration PSD of suspension noise
(Sn) is expressed as

Sn ¼ 16pkThf 0=M, (4)

where Sn is measured in (m/s2)2/Hz, f0 is the resonant frequency
of the spring-mass system in Hz, h is the damping constant of
the spring-mass system, and M is the mass of the pendulum in kg
(Aki and Richards, 2002). The acceleration PSD is converted
to voltage PSD (PS) by the frequency response function of the
seismometer system for acceleration

PS ¼ jHðoÞj2 � G2
C � Sn, (5)

where H(o) is the frequency response function of the seism-
ometer system with velocity output for ground acceleration in 1/s.

Three types of noise components (Johnson noise, voltage noise,
and current noise) are considered as the noise of the pre-amplifier
(Rodgers, 1992). In the PSS, an OP-97 operational amplifier is used
as the pre-amplifier. Based on the manufacturer’s sheet data on
OP-97, we construct the PSD models for the voltage and current
noises. The total electrical noise (En) appearing at the input stage
of the pre-amplifier is given by the following equation:

En ¼ Vn þ InR2
C þ Jen, (6)

where Vn is the PSD of voltage noise in V2/Hz, In is the PSD of
current noise in A2/Hz, and Jen is the PSD of Johnson noise from the
pre-amplifier circuit in V2/Hz.

Then the PSD of the total voltage noise (Pnn) at the input stage
of the pre-amplifier is obtained by summing the total electrical
noise En, the suspension noise PS, and Johnson noise Jn

Pnn ¼ En þ PS þ Jn, (7)

where Pnn is measured in V2/Hz. This input voltage noise Pnn

passes through the electrical circuits of the PSS, and it is amplified
and filtered by the components in the circuit. Through the passage
of the circuit, the Johnson noise and electrical noise are added
to the voltage noise (Pnn), and the total output noise is obtained.
The input equivalent noise is obtained by dividing the voltage PSD
of the total output noise by the resultant amplifier gain. The
calculated voltage PSD of the input equivalent noise is plotted in
Fig. 5. The noise model was confirmed by direct measurement
of the output noise. We measured the output noise of the PSS
without suspension noise by preventing the pendulum from
moving. Since the suspension noise is caused from the oscillation
of the pendulum by the Brownian motion of the gas molecules
around the pendulum, it arises with the seismic signal. Although
lighter pendulum’s mass of the sensor generates larger suspension
noise as expressed in Eq. (4), it is still smaller than seismic signal
in the laboratory. For this reason, it is very difficult to measure the
suspension noise away from the seismic signal. The comparison of
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Fig. 5. The voltage PSD profiles of input equivalent noise at the input stage of the

pre-amplifier of the PSS. The bold solid line indicates the PSD of the measured

noise, and the chained line indicates the PSD of the calculated input equivalent

noise without suspension noise (PS). The dashed line and the dotted line indicate

the noise PSD including the suspension noise at +20 and �20 1C, respectively.
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the measured data with the noise model without the suspension
noise (PS) indicates that the model can represent the measured
noise of the PSS (Fig. 5). In actual seismic observation on the
Moon, the suspension noise exists in the output noise because dry
xenon gas is used to fill in the gimbal mechanism, to lubricate its
movement. We use the noise model with the suspension noise to
estimate the signal-to-noise ratio of our seismometer system.
Fig. 6. (a) The measured resonant frequencies and (b) the measured damping

constants of the horizontal and vertical sensors at some temperatures in thermal

range from +20 to �20 1C.
3. Effects of the lunar environment

The temperature at the predicted penetration depth of about
2 m in the regolith near the lunar equator is approximately �20 1C
and is almost constant (Langseth and Keihm, 1977), and the lunar
gravity is one-sixth of the Earth’s gravity. The effects of low
temperature and low gravity can change the frequency response,
response to ground motion, and the noise level of the PSS. In
this section, we describe these lunar environmental effects on the
performance of the PSS.
3.1. Effect on the frequency response

The frequency response (resonant frequency, damping con-
stant, and generator constant) of the sensor changes due to a
decrease in temperature. We obtained some calibration pulses
from two sensor components set in a thermal chamber whose
internal temperature varied from +20 (room temperature) to
�20 1C. From analysis of these pulses, the change of the frequency
responses of the sensors with temperature was derived.

Fig. 6(a) shows the temperature dependences of the resonant
frequencies of the horizontal and the vertical sensors. The results
indicate that a decrease in temperature makes the resonant
frequency decrease linearly with slopes of about 4.0E-3 Hz per
degree for the horizontal and 1.4E-3 Hz per degree for the vertical.
Fig. 6(b) shows the linear relationship between the damping
constant and temperature. In this case, the slopes are about
�2.4E-3 per degree for the horizontal and about �1.2E-3 per
degree for the vertical. For the generator constant, it was found
that the values for both horizontal and vertical increased by about
1.5% with a decrease in temperature of 40 1C.
The results showed that the change in the frequency response
of the vertical sensor with temperature was smaller than that of
the horizontal sensor. The vertical sensor uses a pair of diaphragm
springs which has different nature compared to that of the
horizontal sensor to sustain the pendulum against the lunar
gravitational force. Its difference may cause the different tem-
perature characteristics. The differences of size and positions of
metal chips inserted into the pendulum of the horizontal and the
vertical sensors may also cause the different temperature
characteristics. We use these correction coefficients for tempera-
ture to estimate the frequency responses of two sensor compo-
nents at low temperature.

We were concerned about the magnetic interference between
the two sensor components under different temperatures,
because the leaking magnetic field from the magnet circuit
changes with temperature. We measured the flux density of the
leaking magnetic field from �20 to +20 1C, and the results showed
an increase in magnetic flux density of about 8%. However, the
magnetic permeability of the carbon steel magnetic shield plate
hardly changes in this temperature range (Chikazumi, 1981). Thus,
we conclude that the shield plate can negate the small increase in
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Fig. 7. The measured relationship between the vertical load and the shrinkage of

the friction wheel at +20 and �20 1C. The horizontal axis is expressed as fractional

shrinkage (%) for the friction wheel which has diameter of 18 (mm). The

temperature of +20 1C is the room temperature; it is assumed to be a typical

value on the Earth. The temperature of �20 1C is considered to be typical in the

lunar regolith near the equator.
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magnetic flux under the low temperatures present in the lunar
regolith.

Although the lunar gravity will not change the frequency
response of the sensor, it changes the angle where the vertical
sensor pendulum is set at neutral position. The neutral position of
the vertical sensor is designed to be met almost 01 from the
vertical (i.e., the gravitational direction) under the lunar gravity.
To equate the effects of Earth’s and lunar gravity, we use

gm ¼ ge cos yv, (8)

where ge and gm are the Earth’s and lunar gravitational accelera-
tion in m/s2, respectively, and yv is the inclination of the vertical
sensor from the vertical in degrees. From Eq. (8), the vertical
sensor pendulum is set at neutral position at about 801 from the
vertical (or 101 from the horizontal) under the Earth’s gravity.

Next, we investigated the response of the measurement
electronics to an input signal under different temperatures.
We placed the measurement electronics of the PSS in a thermal
chamber and input sinusoidal waves at 1 Hz using a signal
generator. The outputs through the electronics were measured
at +20 and �20 1C, and it was found that the amplitudes and
wavelengths of the output waveforms did not change in this
temperature range. We conclude that the response of the
measurement electronics to signal waves at a frequency of about
1 Hz can be preserved in the lunar temperature environment.
Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of two sensor components sustained by the silicone

components such as friction wheel and base of the bearings in the gimbal

mechanism under the Earth’s and lunar gravity. The two component sensors are

set at neutral positions, and the silicone components are expressed as springs by

analogy. The left view is from the lateral and the right view is from the front as

shown in Fig. 3. yp indicates the inclination of the gimbal mechanism and the

penetrator from the vertical. The dashed line in the gimbal mechanism is its center

axis, and it coincides with the longitudinal axis of the penetrator. The gimbal

mechanism is inclined at 801 under the Earth’s gravity, and it is set at the vertical

under the lunar gravity. The cross mark and the bold arrow mark on the sensors

indicate each sensitive axis of two sensors.
3.2. Effects on response to ground motion

As described in Section 2.2, the elastic contacts between the
sensor and the silicone components (the friction wheel and the
base of the bearings) can affect the response to ground motion.
Since the lunar surface temperature and lunar gravity can change
the contact conditions, we estimated how the conditions vary
with the environment.

We represented the elastic contact condition (coupling
condition of the sensors with the penetrator body) by the spring
constants of the silicone components. To evaluate the spring
constants, the shrinkage of the silicone components was mea-
sured under a vertical load. In this measurements, the actual
contact conditions between the silicone components and the
gimbal mechanism were simulated. The friction wheel was
pressed vertically by a mass block and the vertical load and
the shrinkage of the friction wheel were measured. From the
measurement, it was found that the friction wheel was deformed
non-linearly in the axial direction under an increased vertical
load. Fig. 7 shows the measured relationship between the vertical
load and the shrinkage of the friction wheel at +20 and �20 1C.
Because the friction wheel deforms non-linearly with load, the
spring constant of the friction wheel changes. Since the load of the
gimbal mechanism on the friction wheel depends on the gravity
as well as the inclination of the penetrator, the spring constants
of the wheels change with the gravity and inclination of the
penetrator in addition to temperature.

In the measurement of the spring constant of the bearing base,
the mass block whose edges (contact surface) were similar to
those of gimbal mechanism was pushed on the bearings. The
relations between shrinkage of the bearing base and the vertical
load were measured in radial and axial directions. The measure-
ments showed that the base of bearings linearly shrank, and that
the shrinkage of the base of bearings in radial direction was much
smaller than that in axial direction. We can say that the base of
bearings shrinks to only axial direction. The linear shrinkage
indicates that the spring constant of the base of bearings does not
change depending on the gravity and the inclination of the
penetrator, but it will change with temperature.
Hence we investigated the spring constant as a function of
penetrator inclination for both the horizontal and vertical
components under both Earth’s and lunar environments (tem-
perature and gravity). Fig. 8 shows the schematic diagram of the
two sensor components sustained by the silicone components
(a pair of friction wheels and the base of bearings) in the gimbal
mechanism under Earth’s and lunar gravity, and sensors are set at
neutral positions. The silicone components are expressed as the
springs by analogy in the figure. The effects of the silicone
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the horizontal sensor sustained by the horizontal

friction wheel. This figure also indicates the cross-sectional view of the gimbal

mechanism from the tail (or the head) side as shown in Fig. 3. The horizontal

friction wheel is firmly attached to the external cylinder of the gimbal mechanism

by the frictional force and sustains the attitude of the horizontal sensor.

Fig. 10. The relationship between the inclination of the penetrator and the spring

constants of the horizontal friction wheel on the Earth (+20 1C) and the Moon

(�20 1C). These values are derived on the assumption that all weights of the gimbal

mechanism load on only the horizontal friction wheel.
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components will differ with each sensor component, related to its
contact positions.

Though the movement of the sensor to horizontal direction
is restricted by the bearings, a minute clearance between
the gimbals blocks and the bearings are held for rotation of the
gimbals mechanism. The horizontal friction wheel sustains the
gimbals blocks to compensate the clearance. The friction wheels
have much lower spring constants than that of the radial direction
of the bearings. For the reason, we can say that only the horizontal
friction wheel can act as a spring in the oscillating direction of the
horizontal sensor pendulum set in the neutral position (Fig. 8).
Fig. 9 shows the schematic diagram of the horizontal sensor
supported by the horizontal friction wheel. Here, we derive the
spring constant of the horizontal friction wheel as a function of
the penetrator inclination in both Earth’s and lunar environments
using the following equations:

KeðTeÞ ¼ FeðTeÞ=UeðTeÞ,

FeðTeÞ ¼ F0ðTeÞ þMge sinð2pypÞ cosð2pyrÞ, (9)

KmðTmÞ ¼ FmðTmÞ=UmðTmÞ,

FmðTmÞ ¼ F0ðTmÞ þMgm sinð2pypÞ cosð2pyrÞ, (10)

where K is the spring constant in N/m, F is the vertical load of the
gimbal mechanism on the horizontal friction wheel in N, U is
the shrinkage of the horizontal friction wheel in m, g is the
gravitational acceleration in m/s2, and the subscripts ‘‘e’’ and ‘‘m’’
indicate the values in the Earth’s and lunar environments,
respectively. In addition, M is the mass of the gimbal mechanism
block in kg, yp is the inclination of the penetrator from the vertical
in degrees (Fig. 8), and yr is the angle between the line X in Fig. 9
and the contact point of the horizontal friction wheel with the
external cylinder of the gimbal mechanism in the cross-sectional
surface perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the penetrator.
Te is room temperature on the Earth: +20 1C and Tm is the
temperature in the lunar regolith near the lunar equator: �20 1C.
Ue(Te) and Um(Tm) are derived from measurements shown in Fig. 7
using values of Fe(Te), and Fm(Tm). The value of F0 indicates that an
initial force required to support the sensor without gravitational
load of the gimbal mechanism (i.e., yp ¼ 01). Fig. 10 shows the
calculated spring constant of the horizontal friction wheel as a
function of inclination of the penetrator under both Earth’s and
lunar conditions, using Eqs. (9) and (10). The results indicate that
the spring constant is larger for the horizontal sensor on the Moon
compared to the Earth regardless of the penetrator inclination.
For the vertical component, when the penetrator is deployed
with its longitudinal axis parallel to the sensitive axis of the
vertical sensor whose pendulum is set in a neutral position,
the base of the bearings can act as a spring in the oscillating
direction of the vertical pendulum because it mostly shrinks to
only axial direction. Although the spring constant of the base
of the bearings does not change due to the load of the gimbal
mechanism because of its linear shrinkage, its spring constant can
increase due to hardening of the silicon rubber cap under the
lunar low temperatures.

The vertical friction wheel can also act as a spring to the
vertical sensor pendulum set in a neutral position. The neutral
position of the vertical sensor pendulum is designed to be met
at 01 from the vertical under the lunar gravity and at 801 from
the vertical under the Earth’s gravity. For this reason, we
simulated the spring constant of the vertical friction wheel at 01
inclination from the vertical in the lunar environment, and the
spring constant at 801 inclination from the vertical in the Earth
environment. As was the case for the horizontal component,
the calculated result showed that the vertical component had the
spring constant is larger on the Moon compared to the Earth’s.
Tighter coupling of the vertical sensor, as well as the horizontal
sensor, with the penetrator can be achieved on the Moon
compared to the Earth. If the PSS has the proper response to
ground motion after penetration under the Earth’s condition, it
will be preserved on the Moon.
3.3. Effect on the noise level

The input equivalent noise of the PSS changes with tempera-
ture. From Eq. (3), the thermal noise is reduced by decrease in
temperature (T), then, the decrease in coil resistance (RC) under
low temperature also reduces the noise. The coil resistance will
decrease by about 25% from +20 to �20 1C.

The suspension noise will change following to Eqs. (4) and (5).
Using the temperature dependence of the frequency response
derived in Section 3.1, we can estimate the value of the suspension
noise of the PSS at �20 1C. The voltage PSD of the input equivalent
noise of the PSS at �20 1C is also shown in Fig. 5.
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4. Effects of the penetrating impact

After penetration into the lunar regolith, the PSS should
maintain the frequency response, response to ground motion,
and noise level to detect lunar seismic events. An impact test was
conducted using a penetrator containing the seismometer system.
The fully integrated penetrator was fired into a target of lunar
simulant at a velocity of about 330 m/s, at an attack angle of 8.61,
using the Davis gun at the Sandia National Laboratory in
New Mexico. This impact condition was designed to be severer
than expected on the Moon (Mizutani et al., 2000). Predicted and
simulated impact conditions are compared in Table 2. If the PSS
can preserve the performance required to observe lunar seismic
events after the impact test, we predict that the system can
function well after the actual impact into lunar regolith.
4.1. Frequency response after the penetration

The frequency response of the PSS after the simulated impact
can be evaluated from analysis of calibration pulses sent through
the total system (the PSS assembled into the penetrator).

We set the penetrator in a very quiet place where micro-
tremors (seismological noise) were very low, to obtain clear
calibration pulses and determine the frequency response pre-
cisely. We selected a tunnel at the Inuyama Seismic Observatory
of Nagoya University (hereafter INU) in Central Japan as the quiet
place. Fig. 11 compares a calibration pulse obtained from one trial
in our laboratory with that at the INU. As shown in the records
Table 2
Comparison between the predicted impact condition on the lunar surface

(Mizutani et al., 2000) and the simulated impact performed at the Sandia National

Laboratory (SNL)

Predicted impact on the

lunar surface

Simulated impact at

SNL

Impact acceleration About 8000 (G) About 10,000 (G)

Impact velocity 285 (m/s) 330 (m/s)

Attack angle 8.61 (maximum) 8.61

Fig. 11. The calibration pulses of the PSS obtained from one trial in our laboratory (left

figure). The 0 s mark on the time axis indicates the beginning of the record of the calibra

The data after 1.0 s are used as the calibration pulse for the analysis.
after 1.0 s in Fig. 11, although the calibration pulse obtained in our
laboratory is disturbed by the seismic noise whose amplitudes are
about 100–200 DU, the pulse in INU is almost not disturbed by the
seismic noise. The seismological noise level at the INU is lower by
two orders of magnitude than that in our laboratory.

The resonant frequency, the damping constant, and the total
gain of the two sensor components derived from the calibration
pulses are listed in Table 3. We assume that the generator
constants of the two sensors and the amplifier gain of the
electronics hardly changed after the penetration. The frequency
response of the system after the impact is estimated from the
parameters listed in Table 3 and Eq. (1).

4.2. Response to ground motion after the penetration

The response of the sensor itself to ground motion after the
simulated impact has been already confirmed to be accurate from
comparison with the response of the Streckeisen STS-2 (a high
performance, portable, very broadband tri-axial seismometer)
(Yamada et al., 2005).

To verify the response of the entire assembled PSS to ground
motion after the penetration, we carried out a second seismic
observation test. In this test, seismic waveforms recorded by
the both PSS and two types of reference seismometers were
compared. One of the reference sensors was identical to
those inside the PSS, only not assembled into a penetrator.
The identical pre-amplifier to that of PSS was attached with the
reference sensor. The other reference sensor was an L-4C
figure) and in the Inuyama Seismic Observatory of Nagoya University (INU) (right

tion pulse. The pulse data before 1.0 s is clipped over the dynamic range of the PSS.

Table 3
The resonant frequencies, damping constants, and total gains of the two sensor

components of the penetrator seismometer system, after penetration

Horizontal Vertical

Resonant frequency (Hz) 1.38770.014 1.46670.017

Damping constant 0.57870.010 0.55870.010

Total gain (generator constant�amplifier gain) 1050�6000 1050�6000

Resonant frequency and damping constant are values measured at +18 1C in the

tunnel at INU.
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Fig. 12. The averaged PSD of microtremors at INU and those of some types of lunar

seismic events: a large meteoroid impact (71_163_1051_Y), a large shallow

moonquake (75_003_0147_X), a small deep moonquake (72_160_1619_X), and a

small meteoroid impact (71_211_0920_Y). These lunar seismic events were

detected by the Apollo 14 LP seismometer, and their PSD profiles were corrected

for the frequency response of the Apollo LP instrument in peaked response mode.

These PSD profiles are compared with the New High Noise Model (NHNM) and the

New Low Noise Model (NLNM) (adapted from Peterson, 1993).

Fig. 13. Photograph of the qualification model of penetrator set in the tunnel at

INU. An external power supply, a current probe for monitoring the penetraor

operation, and a wired-cable of antenna for communication are also set near by the

qualification model.
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geophone (a short-period electromagnetic seismic sensor pro-
duced by the former Mark Products) with a resonant frequency
of 1 Hz.

In the observation test, we focused on the response to faint
ground motions (microtremors), because moonquakes are known
to be very small, with magnitudes of about 0.5–1.3 on the Richter
scale (Lammlein, 1977), and many events have the maximum
velocity amplitudes of about 1.0–2.0 E-9 m/s at 1 Hz. The
microtremors at the INU are also small; the average level of their
velocity amplitudes is in the range of 5E-9–1E-8 m/s at 1 Hz.
In Fig. 12, the averaged PSD of the microtremors at the INU is
compared with PSD profiles of some types of lunar seismic events,
as well as the New High-Noise Model (NHNM) and the New Low-
Noise Model (NLNM), adapted from Peterson (1993). Though the
microtremors at the INU are larger than typical lunar seismic
motions, we made the observation test at the INU as best as we
could.

In the tunnel at the INU, the penetrator was set at an inclined
angle of about 801 from the vertical. As described in Section 3.2, at
this inclination, the effect of elasticity of the gimbal mechanism
on the response of two sensor components is largest. If the proper
response of the seismometer system to ground motion is achieved
at the inclined angle, the waveforms observed on the Moon will
not be influenced by the elastic contacts. The photograph of the
penetrator set in the tunnel is shown in Fig. 13.

After the deployment of the penetrator, the attitudes of the
two-component sensors in the penetrator were adjusted by the
gimbal mechanism. Then the seismic observation was made by
three types of seismometers: the PSS and the two types of
reference sensors set in close proximity to one another.

At one trial of the test, microtremors were observed for 1024 s.
Since the recording conditions and frequency response of the PSS
are different from those of the reference sensors which have a
resolution of 24 bits, and a sampling rate of 200 Hz, each data
observed by references and PSS was corrected so that they could
be compared with each other. In the correction for PSS data, the
frequency responses of the two sensor components of the PSS
were corrected using values listed in Table 3.
Examples of corrected waveforms for the horizontal and
vertical sensors over a period of 50 s are plotted in Fig. 14. These
waveforms were filtered by a band pass filter between 0.50
and 6.00 Hz to emphasize this frequency range. The correlation
coefficients in time series between the data observed by the
reference sensors and that by the PSS were calculated, and were
larger than 0.90 in these frequency ranges on both the horizontal
and vertical components.

In order to compare the observed waveforms in the frequency
domain, we calculated the PSD as follows: we divided a time
series of the observed ground motion into 64 segments of 32 s in
length. Successive segments overlapped each another by 16 s. We
removed the mean and linear trend from each segment and
calculated the discrete Fourier components Xi(f) of each segment
using a Hanning window, where the subscript i indicates the ith
segment. Then, the PSD of the time series was calculated by

PSDðf Þ ¼ ð1=NÞ
XN

i¼1

ðXiðf ÞX
�
i ðf ÞÞ=T , (11)

where N is the total number of segments (64), T is the time length:
(32 s), and X�i ðf Þ is the conjugated component of Xi(f). Fig. 15(a)
and (b) show the PSD profiles of the corrected waveforms
observed by the horizontal and vertical sensors, respectively.

Figs. 14 and 15 indicate that there are good similarities among
the observed waveforms. The response of the PSS to ground
motion after penetration agrees well with the responses of the
reference sensors.
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Fig. 14. Corrected waveforms as observed by the PSS and two reference

seismometers on (a) the horizontal (H) and (b) the vertical (V) components.

These waveforms are filtered between 0.50 and 6.00 Hz. The abbreviation ‘PNT-

single’ means our single sensor not assembled into the penetrator. The waveform

observed by the vertical sensor in the PSS is compared with a synthesized

component of L-4C, since our vertical sensor is set at about 101 inclination from the

horizontal. The ‘Synthesized’ waveform is derived from summing (cosine of about

101) horizontal component + (sine of about 101) vertical component, as observed

by the L-4C sensors.

Fig. 15. The averaged PSD profiles calculated from waveforms observed by the PSS

and two reference seismometers on (a) the horizontal (H) and (b) the vertical (V)

components. The description of ‘Synthesized’ is the same as the caption of Fig. 14.
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4.3. Noise level after the penetration

To estimate the noise level of the PSS after the impact test, we
calculated the coherence among microtremors observed by the
three types of seismometers. The coherence function can be used
to provide preliminary estimates of the system’s signal-to-noise
ratio (Holcomb, 1989). The coherence is expressed as

coh2
ðf Þ ¼ jP12ðf Þj

2=ðP1ðf ÞP2ðf ÞÞ, (12)

where coh2 is the square of the coherence, and P1 and P2 are
the power spectral densities of seismic data observed by sensor 1
and sensor 2, respectively, calculated in the same manner as in
Eq. (11). P12 is the cross spectral density (CSD) between the data
observed by sensor 1 and sensor 2; it is expressed as

CSDðf Þ ¼ ð1=NÞ
XN

i¼1

ðXiðf ÞY
�
i ðf ÞÞ=T, (13)
where Xi(f) is the ith discrete Fourier component of the segmented
signal observed by sensor 1 and Yi(f) is that observed by sensor 2,
N is the total number of segments (64), and T is the time length
(32 s), as in the calculation of the PSD.

The degree of incoherency among seismometers represents the
noise of each instrument. If the PSS can observe a microtremor as
well as the reference sensors, the square of the coherence will be
approximately 1.0, indicating that there is little contamination by
instrumental noise.

Fig. 16(a) and (b) show the coherence between any two
instruments for the horizontal and vertical sensor components,
respectively. The coherence is typically close to 1.0 in the
frequency range 0.2–6.0 Hz. These results show that the PSS
performs well, for the observation of microtremors. Since the
input equivalent noise at the input stage of the pre-amplifiers
of the PSS and that of the single sensor not assembled into the
penetrator (reference sensor) are very similar, we conclude that
the noise level of the PSS does not change after penetration.
In addition, since the gimbal mechanism is composed of the
material which has strength enough to resist against the
impacting shock and its interior is sealed tightly, we assumed
that xenon gas did not leak out from the gimbal mechanism by the
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Table 4
The characteristics of two sensor components of the penetrator seismometer

system which are assumed to be achieved in the lunar regolith near the lunar

equator, after penetration

Horizontal Vertical

Resonant frequency (Hz) 1.23570.014 1.41370.014

Damping constant 0.66970.010 0.58970.010

Total gain (generator constant�amplifier gain)

(V/m/s)

1065�6000 1065�6000

Fig. 16. The averaged coherence calculated from waveforms observed by the PSS

and two reference seismometers on (a) the horizontal (H) and (b) the vertical (V)

components. The description of ‘Synthesized’ is the same as the caption of Fig. 14.
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impact, so suspension noise is expected. We can apply the voltage
PSD model described in Section 2.3 to represent the noise level
after penetration.
5. Detection capability of the PSS on the moon

Taking all of our test results into account, we evaluated the
capability of the PSS for seismic event detection on the lunar
surface. The values relevant to the frequency response listed in
Table 3 report the characteristics of the seismometer system after
the penetration. However, these will change due to the low
temperature (about �20 1C) at �2 m depth in the lunar regolith.
The predicted values in the lunar regolith can be estimated
using the correction coefficients for temperature described in
Section 3.1. We apply these coefficients to the frequency response
of two sensor components. Table 4 shows the corrected values for
two sensor components. We assume that these values correspond
to those predicted in the lunar regolith after penetration, although
they could be taken as a worst case scenario since our tests
employed a higher impact shock than predicted on the lunar
surface as shown in Table 2.

In Fig. 4, a comparison of the frequency response curve of the
PSS (horizontal) using the parameters listed in Table 4 with those
of the Apollo seismometers is also shown. This figure shows that
the PSS can preserve a higher gain in the higher frequency range
over 1 Hz than those of the Apollo seismometers even after a hard
landing on the Moon.

The input equivalent noise of the PSS after deployment in the
lunar regolith can be represented using Eqs. (3)–(7) and the
parameters listed in Table 4, as described in Sections 3.3 and 4.3.
Since we have to examine whether our short-period seismometer
system can detect deep moonquakes with small amplitudes as
described in Section 2.1, we evaluate the signal-to-noise ratio for
small deep moonquakes. We define a small deep moonquake as
an event whose amplitude is comparable to about the least
significant amplitude measurable by the Apollo digital recording
system, which is about 1.5E-9 m/s in terms of velocity at 1 Hz. We
selected events that were identified as deep moonquake signals in
other papers (Nakamura et al., 1981; Lognonné et al., 2003).
The moonquake data were corrected for the frequency response
of the Apollo seismometers, and the frequency response of the PSS
using parameters of the horizontal sensor listed in Table 4 was
convolved with the corrected data. If a converted small deep
moonquake signal has larger amplitudes than that of the noise of
the PSS, that is, the signal-to-noise ratio is larger than 1, the event
can be detected.

To confirm the small moonquake detection capability, we
converted the noise model from the frequency domain to the time
domain. We synthesized a waveform that represented the noise
model at �20 1C as shown in Fig. 5 using uniform random
numbers. In the frequency domain, the waveform was synthesized
to have the identical voltage PSD to the noise model. The
convolved noise waveform was converted from voltage to velocity
units using the value of the generator constant in Table 4,
and filtered between 0.01 and 6.00 Hz, designed values in the
measurement electronics (Table 1). Then, the synthesized wave-
form of the noise component was derived, and had maximum
amplitude of about 1.2E-9 m/s.

For small deep moonquake events, the signals of three
components (two horizontal: X, Y, and one vertical: Z) were
compared with the noise waveform of the PSS. As an example,
in Fig. 17, we show a comparison of a deep moonquake
(72_160_1619_Y) observed at Apollo 14 with the noise waveform.
The notation (72_160_1619_Y) indicates that the event occurred at
16:19, 160 days, and 1972, and it was detected by the horizontal
component (Y) of Apollo LP. Fig. 17(a) indicates the original data
observed by Apollo LP seismometer, and Fig. 17(b) indicates the
calculated waveform assumed to be observed by the PSS, together
with the estimated noise waveform. In Fig. 17(b), the larger
amplitude of the event than that of the noise indicates the signal-
to-noise ratios is over 1. This is also the case for the remaining
components (X, Z).
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Fig. 17. (a) A deep moonquake event (72_160_1619_Y) as observed by the horizontal component (Y) of the Apollo 14 LP instrument and (b) that assumed to be detected by

the horizontal sensor of the PSS in the lunar regolith. The 0 s mark indicates the arrival time of the P-wave (Lognonné et al., 2003). The noise waveform of the PSS is

compared with the signal in figure (b). Recording of the waveforms with a sampling rate of 16 Hz and a dynamic range of 10 bits are simulated for the PSS.
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It is considered that the frequency content of lunar
seismic events are different for each Apollo station, and that
this may be caused by differences in local regolith thickness
and structure (Latham et al., 1973; Nakamura et al., 1975;
Horvath et al., 1980). For this reason, we investigated small
deep moonquake events recorded at other sites (Apollo 12, 15,
and 16 sites) and found that the small deep moonquakes recorded
at all of the Apollo sites can be detected by our seismometer
system.

From these results, we conclude that seismic events with
amplitudes larger than 1 DU as recorded by Apollo will be able to
be detected by our seismometer system. In addition, Fig. 17 shows
that the PSS can record the small deep moonquakes with larger
amplitude than the Apollo recordings. The same conclusion is also
shown for the vertical sensor of the PSS.
6. Conclusion

We have confirmed that the PSS can preserve the sensitivity
required to detect small deep moonquakes as well as other types
of lunar seismic events and have the proper response to small
ground motions in the lunar environment, after a harder
penetration than that predicted into the lunar regolith. By taking
advantages of the unique qualities of our penetrator, we can
deploy multiple seismic stations, providing an ideal setup for
seismic observations. We hope that the seismometer system will
be deployed on the Moon and that will successfully obtain new
lunar seismic data. This data will enable a better understanding
internal structure of the Moon, including the core.
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